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Abstract- This paper presents a neural network model with a 
variable structure, which is trained by genetic algorithm (CA). 
The proposed neural network consists of a Neural Network with 
a Node-to-Node Relationship (PR) and a Network Switch 
Controller (NSC). In the N'R, a modified neuron model with two 
activation functions in the hidden layer, and switches in its links 
are introduced. The NSC controls the switches in the N'R. The 
proposed neural network can model different input patterns with 
variable network structures. The proposed neural network 
provides better result and learning ability than traditional feed 
forward neural networks. Two application examples an XOR 
problem and hand-written pattern recognition are given to 
illustrate the merits of the proposed network. 
Keywords -- Genetic algorithm, neural network, hand-written 
pattern recognition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Neural networks [ I ]  mimic the biological information 
processing mechanism. They are typically designed to 
perform a non-linear mapping from a set of inputs to a set of 
outputs. As a neural network can autonomously develop 
operational capabilities in response to an information 
environment, it can learn from experience and generalize from 
previous examples, and is ideal for cases where the required 
mapping algorithm is not known and tolerance to faulty input 
information is required. A 3-layer feed-forward neural 
network can approximate any nonlinear continuous function to 
an arbitrary accuracy. Neural networks are widely applied in 
areas such as prediction [3], system modeling and control [ I ] .  
Algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [ S ,  91 and back 
propagation [SI can be used to train neural networks. 
Traditionally, a feed-forward neural network [2] has 3 layers 
(input, hidden and output layers) of nodes connected in a 
layer-to-layer manner. In many applications, neural networks 
are fully connected. However, the performance of a fully 
connected neural network may not be better than that of a 
partly connected one with the same number of hidden nodes 
131. It is because some links in a neural network could be 
redundant. 
In general, there are two classes of training algorithms, local 
and global search algorithms. Gradient descent techniques, 
e.g. the back-propagation algorithm [I], are kinds of local 
search algorithms for local optima. They are good for simple 
functions, e.g. convex or concave functions. GA [S, IO], 
simulated annealing [8] and Tabu search [SI are examples of 
global search algorithms for global optima over a defined 
domain. Global search techniques are good for optimizing 
some complex functions. In this paper, GA will be employed 
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as the algorithm for tuning the parameter values of a proposed 
variable structure neural network. 
GA is a directed random search technique [9] that is widely 
applied in optimization problems [S-IO]. This is especially 
useful for complex optimization problems where the number 
of parameters is large and the analytical solutions are difficult 
to obtain. It can help to find the globally optimal solution over 
a domain [S-IO], and has been applied in different areas such 
as fuzzy control [7, 121, forecasting [3-41, path planning [I  I], 
and classification [6] etc. 
In this paper, a GA based variable structure neural network 
is proposed. The proposed variable structure neural network 
consists of a Neural Network with a Node-to-Node 
Relationship ( g R )  and a Network Switch Controller (NSC). 
In the N4R, two different activation functions are used in the 
neurons of the hidden layer, and a node-to-node relationship is 
introduced. By introducing the proposed neuron in the 
network, the space of the search domain of a non-linear 
function will be increased. Switches are introduced in some 
links of the N4R to facilitate the tuning of the network 
structure. The odoff states of the link switches are controlled 
by the NSC, which is a 3-layer feed-forward neural network, 
For an application with a large domain of input-output 
mapping, a variable structure neural network (due to the link 
switches) should be able to perform the mapping task in a 
more efficient way in terms of accuracy and network 
complexity (number of parameters). In practice, a variable 
structure neural network divides the input-output domain into 
several sub-domains, and different neural network structures 
are used to perform the mapping task for different input-output 
sub-domains. It can handle different input patterns through an 
adaptive network structure, and exhibit a better performance. 
Two examples are used to test the proposed GA based variable 
structure neural network, and good results are obtained. 
In section II, the 
proposed variable structure neural network is presented. In 
section 111, training of the parameters of the proposed variable 
structure neural network using GA will be presented. In 
section IV, two application examples will be given. A 
conclusion will be drawn in session V. 
This paper is organized as follows. 
11. VARIABLE STRUCTURE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL 
A block diagram of the proposed variable structure neural 
network is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two parts, namely a 
Neural Network with a Node-to-Node Relationship N R )  and 
a Network Switch Controller (NSC). In the $R, each neuron 
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in the hidden layer has two activation functions called the 
static activation function (SAF) and dynamic activation 
function (DAF). Some switches are introduced in the some or 
all links between the hidden layer and the output layer. The 
action of the switches is controlled by the NSC, which 
depends on the network inputs. 
A .  Neural Network with a Node-to-Node Relationship NR) 
Fig. 2 shows the proposed neuron in the hidden layer of the 
N4R. The SAF and DAF govem the input-output 
relationships of the neuron. With this proposed neuron, the 
connection of N4R is shown in Fig. I ,  which is a three-layer 
neural network. The first layer is the input layer, which 
simply distributes the inputs. The second layer is the hidden 
layer in which the SAF determines hypcr-planes as switching 
surfaces. It selects convex regions in the input spaces for 
firing. Owing to the DAF, the upper neighbor's output 
concems the bias term while the lower neighbor's output 
influences the sharpness of the edges of the hyper-planes. 
They eventually combine into convex regions by the output 
layer. By introducing, a node-to-node relationship in the 
hidden layer, the space of the searching domain can be 
increased. Switches are also introduced in the network links 
between the hidden layer and the output layer so that the 
structure of the network is variable. Effectively, this divides 
the search domain into inany sub-domains. Different 
stmctures of neural networks can be used to perform the 
mapping task for different input-output sub-domains. 
I )  Proposed neuron model: For the SAF, let vy be the 
synaptic connection weight from the i-th input node z, to the 
j-th neuron. The output K, of the j-th neuron's SAF is given 
by, 
K j  = n e t : ( f z , v , ) ,  i =  1 , 2 ,  ..., qn; j = 1 , 2 ,  ..., n h ,  (1 )  
where njn denotes the number of input and net: ( )  is a static 
activation function, which is given by, 
t i l  
otherwise 
j = 1 , 2  ,..., nn, (2) 
where m: and a: are the static mean and static standard 
deviation for the j-th SAF respectively. These parameters 
( m: and a: ) are fixed after the training process. The 
parameter m: affects the bias of the activation function and 
a: influences the sharpness of the activation function. 
For the DAF, the neuron output <, of the j-th neuron is 
given by, 
(3) 
otherwise 
(4) 
( 5 )  
( 6 )  
w!iere 
m: = P,+l,, XK,+I , 
0: = PI-,,,  X Kj., . 
m: and U: are the dynamic mean and dynamic standard 
deviation of the j-th DAF respectively, Kj., and K,+, 
represent the SAF's outputs of the j - l  -th and j + l  -th 
neurons respectively, p,+,,, denotes the weight of the link 
between the j r l - t h  node and the j-th node, and p,.,,, denotes 
the weight of the link between the j - 1 -th node and the j-th 
node. It should be noted from Fig. I that if j = I ,  p ,.,,, is 
equal to p,,,,; and if j = n h ,  pit,,, is equal to p,,, . 
Unlike the SAF, thc DAF is dynamic as its parameters 
depend on the outputs of the j - 1 -th and j t 1 -th neurons. 
Referring to (3) ~ (6) ,  the input-output relationship of the 
proposed neuron is as follows: 
"t" <, = n e t : ( n e t : ( ~ = , v , ) , m : , u : ) , , =  1,2,  ..., n h .  (7) 
, = I  
2) Connection ofthe N'R: The proposed neural network has 
three layers with n,, nodes in the input layer, nh nodes in the 
hidden layer, and no,, nodes in the output layer. In the hidden 
layer, the nenron model presented in the previous sub-section 
is employed. A node-to-node relationship is introduced in the 
hidden layer. In the output layer, a static activation function is 
employed. The link switches between the hidden layer and the 
output layer is realized, as a unit step function is follows, 
In this proposed variable structure neural network, the 
number of switches ( n,7w)  is variable, and is given by, 
where k , ~  (0 11 is a constant governing the number of 
switches used in the network, e.g. k ,  = 0.5 means SO% of the 
links have switches, k, = 1 means all links have switches. 
Owing to the link switches in the network, the output of thc 
N'R (Fig. 3) is given by, 
n,, = k, x nh x n,,,, , (9) 
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where wiI , j = 1, 2, , . ., nh ; 1 = 1,2, . .. n,,, denotes the weight 
of the link between the j-th hidden and the 1-th output nodes; 
p,, denotes the odoff states of the switches. Referring to Fig 
where slI denotes the parameter of the link switch between 
the j-th hidden and the /-th output nodes; qh,  h = 1,  2, ..., 
~ i , ~ " ,  , denotes the outputs of the NSC; n,,,, denotes the 
number of output of the NSC. If a link has no switch, the 
corresponding element 6(.) in (12) is equal to I .  For instance, 
when k, = 0.5 (half of the links have switches), nh =4 and 
n,,,=3, n , ,  = O.Sx4x3=6 and P,, canhegivenby: 
&SI,) %,) 1 1  
&SI,) &(s,,) 1 1 
(13) 
net:()  denotes the activation fknction of the output neuron: 
[ I-e  otherwise 
qh = t a n s i d c u g h t a n s i i ~ f j p = i  p=l 
n,,,, 3 (15) 
where z, , i = I ,  2, ..., n,, are the input variables; n," denotes 
the number of inputs; nXh de:notes the number of hidden nodes; 
f,r, g = I ,  2, ..., nrh, denotes the weight of the link between 
the i-th input and the g-th hidden node; u p * ,  denotes the 
weight of the link between the g-th hidden and the h-th output 
nodes; bh and bi denote the biases for the hidden nodes and 
output nodes respectively; tansig(.) denotes the hyperbolic 
tangent sigmoid function: 
tansig(a)= -- l , n t R ,  (16) 
1 + 
vh is the h-th output of the NSC. All the parameters of the 
NSC are tuned by GA. 
111. TRAINING OF PARAMETERS 
The proposed variable striicture neural network is employed 
to learn the input-output relationship of an application using 
CA with arithmetic C~OSSOVI :~  and non-uniform mutation [IO].  
A population of chromosomes P is initialized and then evolves. 
First, two parents are selected from P by the method of 
spinning the roulette wheel [lo]. Then a new offspring is 
generated from these parents using the crossover and mutation 
operations, which are governed by the probabilities of 
crossover and mutation respectively. These probabilities are 
chosen by trial and error through experiments for good 
performance. The new popillation thus generated replaces the 
current population. These procedures are repeated until a 
certain termination condition is satisfied, e.g. a predefined 
number of generations has been reached. The input-output 
relationship can be described by, 
where zd(c t )=[z ; ( t )  z t ( t )  ... z : , ~ i ) ]  and 
yd( ( r )  =Ly(f) y i ( f )  ... ~ : > ~ , ( f ) ]  are the given inputs and 
the desired outputs of an unknown nonlinear function g(.) 
respectively; nd denotes the number of input-output data pairs. 
The fitness function is defined as, 
ydy)  = g(zd( ( r ) ) ,  f = I ,  2, .. ., n d ,  (17) 
where m: and U: are the mean and the standard deviation of 
the output node activation function respectively. The 
parameters of this P R  can he trained by GA, and the values 
of the link switches are obtained by the NSC. 
B. Network Switch Confroller (NSC) 
In the P R ,  the switch parameters (P,i are provided by a 
Network Switch Controller (NSC), which is a 3-layer feed- 
forward neural network. As shown in Fig. I ,  the input-output 
relationship of the NSC is given by, 
(18) 
I 
1 +err  
fitness = ~, 
E q Y , d  (0 - Y m l  
(19) err = (=I k=l 
ndnout 
The objective is to maxmize the fitness value of (18) 
(minimize err of (19)) by setting the chromosome to be 
[vu wi, 0: mi ai c , ~  u8h bi G I  
for all g ,  h, i, j ,  1. In this paper, 
v13  w,I. P , + , , ~  ~,.i,~ f,, , ug,, ,b: 6 [-I 11 
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m:,m: E [-0.5 O S ]  and u:,u: E [O.Ol O S ] .  The range of 
the fitness value of(45) is [0, I ] .  
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
Two application examples will be given in this section to 
illustrate the merits of the proposed GA-based neural network. 
A. XOR Problem 
has the following input-output relationship: 
A three-input XOR function, which is not linearly separable, 
(-I,-I,-I),(-l,+l,+l),(+l,-l,+l),(tl,+l,-I) --f -1 
(-I,-l,+l),(-l,+l,-l),(tl,-I,-l),(+l,+l,+l) + + I  (20) 
The three inputs of the proposed neural network are defined 
as z , ( I ) ,  i = 1, 2, 3 and y(t) is the network output. The 
number of hidden nodes ( nh ) in the $R is set at 3, the 
number of hidden nodes in the NSC ( nrh ) is set at 1 and the 
constant factor (k,) is set at 113. The total number of training 
parameters is 32. This network structure is chosen by trial and 
error through experiments for good performance. Referring to 
(1 I ) ,  the proposed variable structure neural network is 
governed by, 
1 
' 
(21) 
The fitness function is defined as follows, 
1 fieess = - 
1 + err 
Referring to (9), with k,= 113, the number of switches ( n x w )  
is equal to I .  We set 0, to be provided by the NSC, and 
f l ,  and f l ,  to be equal to 1. GA is employed to tune the 
parameters of the proposed variable structure neural network 
of (21). The objective is to maximize the fitness function of 
(22). The hest fitness value is 1 and the worst one IS  0. The 
population size used for the GA is IO. The chromosome used 
is 
for all i, j. The initial values of the parameters of the proposed 
network are randomly generated. For comparison purpose, a 
traditional feed-forward neural network trained by the same 
GA is applied to the XOR problem. The number of hidden 
node of the traditional neural network is 6 so that the total 
number of parameter is 31, which is very near to the number 
of parameters of the proposed network. The number of 
iteration for training the two neural networks is 500, and all 
results are averaged ones out of 30 runs. For the GA, the 
probabilities of crossover and mutation are set at 0.6 and 0.5 
respectively. The shape parameter of mutation is set at 0.1. 
The results in terms of fitness value are tabulated in Table I. 
It can be seen that the performance of the proposed network is 
better than that of the traditional one. The ordoff state of the 
1% w,, m: 0: P,+,,, .U,-,,, m: 0: I,, U,, b: b:l 
switch for each pattem is tabulated in Table 11. In this table, it 
can be seen that the structure of the proposed neural network 
is adaptively changed with respect to the input pattem. The 
best network outputs of the XOR problem using the proposed 
approach and the traditional approach are tabulated in Table 
111. 
B. Hand-written Paltern Recognition 
In this section, an application on hand-written graffiti 
pattem recognition will be presented. Numbers are assigned 
to pixels on a two-dimensional plane, and IO normalized 
numbers are -used to characterize the IO uniformly sampled 
pixels of a given graffiti. A IO-input-3-output network is used. 
The ten inputs nodes, z i ,  i = 1, 2, ..., I O  are the numbers 
representing the graffiti pattem. Three standard pattems are to 
he recognized: rectangles, triangles and straight lines (Fig. 4). 
We use 300 sets of I O  normalized sample-points for each 
pattern to train the neural network. Hence, we have 900 sets 
of data for training. The three outputs, y , ( t )  , 1 = I ,  2, 3 
indicate the similarity between the input pattem and the three 
standard pattems respectively. The desired outputs of the 
pattern recognition system are y(t) = [ I  0 01 , 
y(t) = [0 1 01 and y(t) = [0 0 I] for rectangles, triangles 
and straight lines respectively. After training, a larger value of 
y, (t) implies that the input pattem matches more closely to the 
corresponding graffiti pattern. For instance, a large value of 
y , ( t )  implies that the input pattern is near to a rectangle. 
Referring to (1 I), the proposed network used for the pattem 
recognition is governed by, 
l = l , 2 , 3 .  (24) 
GA is employed to tune the parameters of the proposed 
network of (24). The fitness function is defined as follows, 
(25) 
I 
I + err fitness = -, 
The value of err indicates the mean square error (MSE) of the 
recognition system. In the proposed network, the number of 
hidden nodes ( n h )  in the P R  is set at 8, the number of hidden 
node in the NSC ( nJh ) is set at 3 (the constant factor k, is set 
at 0.125.) The total number of parameters is therefore 187. 
The network structure is chosen by trial and error through 
experiments for good performance. GA is employed to tune 
the parameters of the proposed neural network of (24). The 
population size used for the GA is IO.  The chromosome used 
is 1% y ,  4 0; !',+I, !',.U 'd .', SSp SWgh hi bll 
for all g, h, i ,  j ,  1. The initial values of the parameters of the 
neural network are randomly generated. For comparison, a 
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traditional 3-layer neural network trained by the CA is also 
used to recognize the patterns. The number of hidden nodes of 
the traditional neural network is 16 (so that the total number of 
parameters is 227, which is even larger than that of the 
proposed network.) The number of iteration to train the two 
neural nctworks is 2000, and all results are averaged ones of 
25 runs. For the CA, the probabilities of crossover and 
mutation are set at 0.8 and 0.2 respectively. The shape 
parameter of mutation is set at I for both networks. 
After training, we use 600 (200x 3 ) sets of data for testing. 
The results are tabulated in Table IV. From this Table, i t  can 
be seen that the average training errors (governed by (26)) and 
the average forecasting errors (governed 
,=, x=, 
by err = ) of the proposed 
200x3 
network are smaller. The recognition accuracy is govemed by 
where nveJ,,n6 and nrurnznlied are the total number of testing 
patterns and the number of successfully recognized patterns 
respectively. The accuracy of the proposed network is also 
better. 
V. CONCLUSION 
A GA based variable structure neural network has been 
proposed. It consists of a Neural Network with a Node-to- 
Node Relationship (N4R) and a Network Switch Controller 
(NSC). In the N4R, a modified neuron model with two 
activation functions in the hidden layer, and link switches 
between the hidden and output layers have been introduced. 
With the NSC controlling the switches in the N'R, the 
proposed neural network can model different input patterns 
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I jthneuron 
K,+, 
Fig. 2. Proposed modified neuron. 
I-th output neuron 
Fig. 3 .  Model ofthe proposed output neuron 
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Fig. 4. Samples ofthc hand-wenen panems 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF THE P R o m s E u  NEURAL NETWORK AND THE TRADITIONAL 
TABLE 111 
THE BEST OUTPUT OF THE PROPOSED AND TRADlllONAL NETWORKS FOR THE 
XORPROBLEM 
TABLE IV 
I I I 
A 
TABLE II 
THE ONIOFF STATE OF THE SWITCH FOR DIFFERENT INPUT PATIERNS 
1 Inputpaltm I WOff dlto ( 0  ) 1 
-1 I 0 + I  I -1 I 
I AI  I i l  I n 
- I  I -1 I 0 +I I 
+ I  I _ I  I +, I I 
I 0.0237 I 0.0501 I ,"erage forecasting error 
- I  I 0 + I  I +I I 
+I I + I  I +I I I 
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